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infected with this novel disease is expanding rapidly. The

ABSTRACT

pandemic
Social media is a common platform that enables its users to
share opinions, personal experiences, perspectives with
one another instantaneously, globally. It has played a
paramount role during pandemics such as COVID-19 and
unveiled itself as a crucial means to communicate
between the sources and the individuals. However, it also
has become a place to disseminate misinformation and
fake news rapidly. Infodemic, a plethora of information,
some authentic some not makes it even harder to general
people to receive factual and trustworthy information
when required, has grown to be a major risk to public
health and social media is developing as a trendy platform
for this infodemic. This commentary aims to explore how
social media has affected the current situation. We also
aim to share our insight to control this misinformation. This
commentary contributes to evolving knowledge to counter
fake news or health-related information shared over various

has

changed

people’s

regular

lifestyles.

Developed countries have slowly started to move back to
their new normal life with various public health measures
whereas the underdeveloped and developing countries
are still heavily relying on lockdown along with the various
public health measures. [1]
Globally, the Internet is an increasingly valuable forum for
acquiring the information on the novel coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. [2,3] Online and social data
analysis approach is termed Infodemiology. [4] ‘Infodemic
monikers’

are

described

as

significantly

inaccurate

information that results in errors of perception, false news,
racial episodes or any other types of misleading information
circulated on the Internet. [5] Such monikers may have a
major impact on dialog about public health and even
relate to xenophobia. [5, 6]

social media platforms.

SOCIAL MEDIA AND HEALTH INFODEMIC
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Unlike in past pandemics, the population of developing
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countries now has widespread access to the internet. At
present, 4.5 billion people worldwide have internet access
with 7.1 % annual growth in the number of global internet

INTRODUCTION

users. Amid the pandemic and subsequent lockdown and
with unemployment, people tend to spend more time on

The Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is an infectious disease

the internet and there has been a surge in social media

transmitted

or

usage such as YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Tik-

contact with the contaminated surface, caused by newly

Tok, WhatsApp etc. In a recent study, people when asked

discovered coronavirus. The number of confirmed cases

from where they got the news/information, 36 percent

primarily

through

respiratory

droplets
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named a news organization website or applications; 35

WIN). The goal of EPI-WIN is to share customized information

percent said social media; 20 percent recalled a search

with specific target groups, yet the WHO encountered a

engine; 15 percent indicated a news organization email,

massive ‘infodemic’.[14] In February 2020,at the Munich

text, or alert; 9 percent said it was another source, and 7

Security

percent named a family member email or text. [7] The

Adhanom Ghebreyesus said: “Fake news spreads faster

sources of the information are varied, not limited to popular

and more easily than this virus, and is just as dangerous”

search

and urged prominent social media firms to act on false

engines,

and

recognized

health

database

resources, but also include social media. However, it may
also

contain

fake

news,

fabricated

stories,

Conference,

WHO

Director-General

Tedros

information and rumors about the pandemic. [14]

and

disinformation, this can spread through social networks

Additionally, it is difficult to identify which pages and media

even faster than true information. For example, the anti-

have credible health information. The most frequently

vaccine discourse on social media has been referred to as

accessed website is Google, and most Google search

one of the major factors for parents’ refusal to vaccinate

queries are all related to coronavirus, with keywords such

their children [8]. Rumors spread through social media

as coronavirus tips, updates, symptoms, news, prevention.

during the Ebola outbreak in West Africa were one of the

[15] A quarter of videos viewed on YouTube had various

forces that hindered disease control efforts. [9, 10]

misleading information, yet most of these videos reached
millions of viewers globally. [16] In Venezuela, people

Social media has become an indispensable medium to

received false WhatsApp messages stating, “Stay home,

communicate between the authorities and the people. In

the UN will bring you food”. Immediately the UN released a

the middle of this pandemic, social media are deluged

press release denying the information. [17] In India, after

with COVID-19-related content. Hoax or fake news about

the Tablighi Jamaat gathering, Muslims were blamed for

COVID-19 relayed in social media is currently termed as

spreading the virus, and eleven people were hospitalized

health misinformation. World Health Organization (WHO)

after consuming a poisonous plant in Andhra’s Chittoor

mentioned it is concentrating its effort to curtail the spread

district after watching a Tit-Tok video that claimed the plant

of the COVID-19 outbreak. But a global epidemic of

to be a homemade remedy for COVID-19. [18] Moreover,

misinformation—widening briskly via social media platforms

some information about COVID-19 provided on the social

and other outlets—introduces a major obstacle for public

media platform might be difficult to understand, while

health. “We’re not just fighting an epidemic; we’re fighting

misleading claims from politicians, head of states, religious

an

leaders and commentaries based on the assumptions but

infodemic”,

said

WHO

Director-General

Tedros

Adhanom Ghebreyesus. [11, 12]

not scientifically proven facts and evidence may lead to
disaster and a massive surge in the risk of COVID-19 in the

Recently WHO has cautioned people against infodemic

population. [19]

i.e. a situation when ‘misinformation’ spreads rapidly
thereby affecting thinking and leading to panic, stigma,
along with irrational behavior. For instance, within a week

CONCLUSION

after the identification of the first case of the novel
coronavirus in December 2019 in China, conspiracy

It is crucial to address the issue of fake news without

theories about the origin of the virus began to spread

undermining the benefits of social media. Governments

through every social media channel: that the virus was a

should promote news literacy and strong professional

leaked bio weapon of the Wuhan Institute of Virology, that

journalism in their societies. Social media platforms should

the government of China planned the outbreak, that the

invest in technologies that spot fake news and ban or

locals’ habit of eating bat soup was the cause of the

delete false news immediately which has not been

outbreak. [13] This fake fabricated news contributed to

published or denied by an authentic source. The platforms

heightened

and

should stop financial benefits for those who gain from

discrimination against Chinese people worldwide. With the

disinformation. Awareness programs focused on myths

current

cases,

about COVID-19 must take place regularly. People must be

misinformation is making the work of health professionals

encouraged via various traditional media like radios,

more difficult. When the WHO declared apublic health

television, SMS alert to only trust information shared by their

emergency of international concern, the WHO also

health ministry and other genuine platforms. Helpline

launched the WHO Information Network for Epidemics (EPI-

numbers for people to clarify their doubts and concerns

racism,

increase

in

xenophobic
the

number

violence,
of

new
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about COVID-19. Public figures need to think carefully
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Bode L, Vraga EKJHc. See something, say something:

before posting any content as people believe their

Correction of global health misinformation on social

instruction.

media. 2018;33(9):1131-40.

The infodemic is as real as Covid-19. Hence, an accurate
information-seeking behavior during this pandemic is vital
for health-related behavior change and may strengthen
infection prevention and control. Individuals should follow
a diversity of news sources and be skeptical of what they
read and watch. Everyone should be critical while looking
at social media, should report the false information to the
platform, check the fact and verify the information before
sharing, ask the person who shared the false news to
remove it and finally make more noise than people who
share false information.
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